This article reclaims an important role for the common law in cases of grave historical injustice, which we define as serious, widespread instances of wrongdoing that have remained unaddressed and un-redressed for long periods of time. Contemporary examples in Australia include the abuse of vulnerable individuals within the Catholic Church and Australian Defence Force and the historic theft of wages from Aboriginal peoples.
so, such schemes replicate the language of private law, claiming to 'repair' wrongs done and restore enrichments unjustly obtained whilst making access to justice easier, but their conception of 'restoration' is weak by comparison to private law analogues. Payouts are capped, or made exgratia and solutions are modelled without reference to the more powerful remedies and safeguards which victims might have at law.
Our purpose here is to reclaim for private law a valuable role in informing the design of reparations schemes. Indeed, we argue that the design of such schemes has hitherto tended to throw some of private law's most valuable insights out with the bathwater. Private law has a unique infrastructural apparatus and normative approach to remedying injustice, which endorses a powerful conception of reparation based in part on ancient norms of corrective justice. 5 It also expresses clear and important commitments to the values of independence, transparency, consistency, accountability and reviewability in dealing with victims' claims.
Whilst we applaud apologies as a first step, we therefore suggest that closer attention to private law's ethical commitments and remedial solutions can assist in improving the way that schemes are currently modelled. In doing so, we posit a significant role for corrective justice and rights discourse as a counterpoint to weaker, distributive justice approaches to dealing with serious and widespread social harms, when the trend of much legal thinking since the late 20th century has been in precisely the opposite direction.
6 Distributive justice models of redress are undoubtedly beneficial in lowering legal costs and helping to meet the basic needs of accident victims. 7 However, our key observation is that reparation schemes operating in the cases of historic injustice under examination are designed, funded and run by the very institutions implicated in, or accepting responsibility for the wrongdoing in question. Distributive justice models of reparation are less appropriate, we suggest, as institutional responses to injustices committed or sanctioned by the 'repairing' institutions themselves -particularly where the institutions are as powerful as government or the Catholic Church. Such cases require strong norms of accountability and the fullest and most meaningful form of repair. A better understanding of the type of repair required in such cases can be gleaned from the norms and remedies of private law.
The aim of this analysis is not to advocate the pursuit of historic injustice claims as private law claims through the courts, although there are undoubtedly changes that could be made to our legal system to improve its effectiveness and reach. 8 Rather, we invite a deeper and more meaningful engagement between current reparations measures and the normative and doctrinal lessons that private law offers. Existing extra-legal solutions should draw constructively upon private law's rich understanding of what justly correcting past wrongs means. Where such schemes seek to define the obligations of institutions which are responsible, or accept responsibility for injustice, they ought more closely to map some features of private law's solutions.
Below, we interrogate below three examples of grave historical injustice in Australia and the reparations schemes that have been designed to deal with them. These examples are chosen because they are paradigmatic and help to highlight the potential of private law's doctrines and remedies. In each case, a public apology has already been made and institutional responsibility for repair accepted. Part II reviews current administrative responses to cases of institutionalised abuse in the ADF and the Australian Catholic Church, setting them alongside private law principles and analogues. Part III does the same in respect of the NSW scheme dealing with the stolen wages of aboriginal Australians. Part IV then draws together some of the lessons that private law offers to reparations scheme design. In this final Part we make specific recommendations about both the design of awards and institutional integrity.
II. INSTITUTIONALISED ABUSE
There are close parallels between the historic, physical and sexual abuses committed within the ADF and Australian Catholic Church. Both organisations are hierarchical, male-dominated and attended by internal norms and codes of conduct, which are invisible to the outsider. Each has its own internal legal system, in the form of military or canon law, which arrogates to itself powers of investigation, accountability and remedy. Although both institutions operate within the broader framework of private law, they hence have a closed, structural form and a discrete set of internal norms that have tended to keep both abuses, and the institutional responses to those abuses, away from external scrutiny. The following sections examine the responses to abuses within the ADF and the Church in turn, before comparing private law principles.
A. Australian Defence Force Abuse: The DART scheme.
The Australian Government established the Defence Abuse Response Taskforce ('DART') as part of its response to the DLA Piper review 9 into allegations of sexual and other forms of abuse in the Department of Defence and the ADF. DART was established to assess and respond to individual cases of abuse occurring before 11 April 2011, with its remit to do so concluding by 30 November 2014. 10 It was accompanied on 26 November 2012 by a public apology to victims made by both the Chief of the Defence Force (CoD), General Hurley 11 and Defence Minister Smith.
to the CoD for 'military discipline, administrative sanction or other administrative action.'
13 They can also be referred to civilian police authorities. 14 The Reparations Scheme covers allegations of 'abuse', which is defined to mean sexual abuse, sexual harassment, physical abuse or workplace harassment and bullying. 15 There is a separate ground of claim covering the mismanagement of prior allegations of abuse. To determine whether an allegation or complaint falls within the scope of the scheme, it must be considered whether:
 the alleged abuse occurred whilst the complainant was an employee of Defence (either as a serving member of the ADF, including the Reserves, an employee of Defence, or a cadet);
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 the alleged abuser was a Defence employee;  there is a connection between the alleged abuse and the Defence employment  the alleged abuse occurred prior to 11 April 2011; and  the alleged abuse or complaint was reported to DART prior to the reporting deadline of 31 May 2013 (in connection with abuse which occurred before 11 April 2011).
Assuming that the matter is one over which the Reparations Scheme has jurisdiction, the Reparations Payments Assessor (an independent person appointed to make administrative decisions regarding payments under the scheme) ('the Assessor') must be satisfied that the complainant suffered abuse, or had their allegation of abuse mismanaged by Defence. The evidentiary standard applied in respect of either type of claim is one of 'plausibility', 17 which means 'having the appearance of reasonableness. ' 18 This is lower than the standard used in either civil or criminal proceedings. 19 The Assessor is given much latitude in reaching this determination and may rely on a statutory declaration to establish the veracity of a complainant's statement. Other material available to the Assessor includes (but is not limited to) medical and defence records, third-party statements and similar allegations of abuse, which have been brought to the attention of DART and which 'occurred in the same Defence institution.' 20 Once a finding of abuse meets the plausibility standard, the Assessor may make a reparation payment of up to $50,000. Payments are tiered so as to recognise increasingly serious abuse:  Category 1: $5,000 (eg a single incident of physical assault with no serious injury. This may also fall into category 2); 21  Category 2: $15,000; 13 
DART, Fourth Interim Report to the Attorney-General and Minister for Defence, ('4th
Report') December 2013, 7. The decision to refer a matter rests with the chair, although the wishes of the complainant will be considered. In general, the task force works only towards those outcomes which the complainant indicates that he or she wants, but account is also taken of any '…actual or potential risk to defence personnel from an alleged abuser who is still serving'. The fact that a crime may have been committed is also relevant. 14 4th Report, 14. Where the complainant chooses to engage in Restorative Engagement, this may impact upon whether or not a criminal investigation can proceed simultaneously. The complainant may delay participation in Restorative Engagement until she has received police advice that it is appropriate to do so.  the number of instances of abuse;  its nature and seriousness;  the time period over which it occurred;  the number of alleged abusers;  the seniority or rank of the alleged abuser(s);  whether the abuse was witnessed or encouraged by others;  the victim's circumstances when the abuse occurred; and  whether a person in a position of authority in Defence had any involvement in the abuse.
These guidelines are expressed not to be required to be applied 'in an absolute manner' given the 'almost infinite' circumstances of individual cases. 25 Category 4 is intended to meet the most serious forms of individual or collective abuse.
In relation to Mismanagement Payments, the Assessor has discretion to award an additional $5,000 in all cases in which she is plausibly satisfied that Defence failed:
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 properly to manage a report of abuse made to it by the complainant, or by some other person in respect of abuse of the complainant;  to take reasonable management action to stop abuse occurring when Defence knew or ought to have known of it, and in which the complainant did not report the abuse because of that failure;  to take management action to stop abuse when it was being perpetrated by a person in Defence in a position of seniority or higher rank to whom the abused would otherwise have reported it and/or when it was witnessed by a such a person who took no steps to stop it;  to take reasonable management action in response to abuse where the complainant presented to a superior or other person in authority within Defence, with such physical or psychological signs of injury as ought reasonably to have given rise to concern that the complainant was being, or may have been, abused, but that person failed to make any inquiry about it. The Counselling Program supports complainants throughout the process and funding for this program appears to be on-going.
B. Clergy Abuse: Inquiries and Church Reparations
The horrors of the clerical abuse of children and vulnerable others were recognised on 11 April 2014 by a form of oral Papal apology in which Pope Francis 'personally took on' the evils perpetrated, requested 'forgiveness for the damage done' and promised 'not to take one step backward with regards to how we will deal with this problem, and the sanctions that must be imposed.' 33 On 7 July 2014 he delivered a homily asking for 'the grace to weep … and make reparation ' 51 There is no formal right to appeal or review a decision under either process, despite an obligation at least under Towards Healing to provide complainants with reasons for the assessor's decision. Moreover, even this obligation to give reasons does not apply to reparations decisions, only findings as to the investigation of the facts of the case to the extent that there is 'significant dispute or uncertainty as to the facts, or … a need for further information concerning the complainant."
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There is also doubt about the guiding principle informing the assessment of awards. The Melbourne Response speaks specifically of 'compensation' whereas under Towards Healing it is '[f]inancial assistance or reparation' which may be paid. 53 The lack of transparency of process and the lack of review mean that ' [t] here is no real way of determining how a complainant's award of compensation is assessed.'
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The Melbourne Response comprises an Independent Commissioner, a Compensation Panel and Carelink, which provides free counselling and professional support. Carelink refers clients, coordinates and pays for their care by psychologists, psychiatrists and other health care providers. The Commissioner 'makes a determination on the basis of the evidence' and must be 'satisfied that the abuse occurred,' the standard of proof being the balance of probabilities. 55 The Office of the Independent Commissioner is funded by (but said to operate independently of) the Archdiocese of Melbourne and is required to act according to the principles of 'natural justice and Canon Law'. 56 If the Commissioner becomes aware of abuse that may constitute criminal misconduct, he or she may report it to the police. 57 The Compensation Panel determines whether or not to make an ex gratia payment of compensation, in which case a Deed of Release is signed by the parties.
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Towards Healing is a more bureaucratic, multi-party process. Ultimately, the Director of Professional Standards appoints Assessors to conduct an 'assessment', the purpose of which is 'to investigate the facts of the case to the extent that it is possible … where there is a significant dispute or uncertainty as to the facts … or … need for further information concerning the complainant.' 59 The assessors draft a report, which, together with other information such as any 48 Assessors are directed to make findings on the balance of probabilities, 61 ensuring that a record is made of all interviews. 62 There is an obligation to provide reasons to the complainant, 63 but only regarding the assessment process (the finding that a complaint is true), not the reparations phase. Both models contain a qualified commitment to reporting criminal offences to the police, protecting where requested the identity of the complainant. 64 However it should be noted that in neither model is reporting mandatory. As identified above, under the Melbourne Response, the Independent Commissioner may report conduct to the police and Towards Healing states that the Director of Professional Standards should (not shall) provide information to the Police. 65 Whilst Towards Healing mandates that 'Church personnel who are required by law to report suspected child abuse shall conscientiously comply with their obligations' 66 reporting to the police is not mandatory in all states and territories, and these external requirements may in any case only incidentally apply to church personnel through their work as teachers or health workers. The Royal Commission in Consultation Paper Redress and Civil Litigation ('Consultation Paper') 68 proposes that an independent body replace Towards Healing and the Melbourne Response. This independent body is to make redress via a scheme of monetary payments as a tangible means of recognising the wrong suffered by victims of abuse. 69 These payments would be paid ex gratia 70 and according to a matrix recognising the severity of abuse, the impact of that abuse and distinctive institutional factors. 71 They would be subject to a cap, the precise level of which is yet to be determined and victims wishing to claim sums in excess of the cap would be required to take their chances in civil litigation, the features of which should be improved for future victims. 72 The standard of proof may be a 'plausibility' test or a test of 'reasonable likelihood,' rather than the balance of probabilities standard of civil litigation. The Consultation Paper acknowledges that 'the higher the amount of monetary payments available, the more reasonable it might be for a scheme to adopt a higher standard of proof'. 73 It is not proposed that the remit of the decision making body is to make any findings that a named person is involved in abuse and for that reason the Consultation Paper states that 'there is no need to adopt the standards of proof applied in civil litigation.'
74 Mechanisms of apology 75 and the provision of counselling and psychological care 76 are also proposed. For ease of reference, these measures are collectively referred to in this article as the Royal Commission Redress model.
C. Abuse Reparation: Private Law Principles and Analogues
Private law tends to deal with cases of abuse primarily through the law of torts, in particular the torts of assault, battery and negligence. Some attempts have been made to sue abusers and institutions for the equitable wrong of breach of fiduciary duty, but these have failed in Australia on the basis that fiduciary duties protect a person's economic and property interests, not their physical or mental welfare. 77 The common law of torts has no exact vehicle for cases of bullying and harassment resulting in mere distress, 78 but it does provide actions for the intentional or negligent inducement of psychiatric harm 79 and some jurisdictions provide statutory harassment actions giving rise to damages awards. that judges are prepared to apply these provisions liberally in the light of the repressive effects that abuse can have upon a victim's ability to manage his or her affairs. In all cases, the clock only starts to run when the abused attains the age of majority, which helps in more recent cases of child abuse. Sometimes the start of the clock is further postponed where a victim has justifiably failed to connect complex psychiatric problems with their earlier abuse. Indeed, in Rundle, this resulted in an action being allowed to proceed some 38 years after the abuse took place. 81 Although limitation rules hence obstruct the claims of victims of majority age who have for (usually 82 ) three years or more known that their mental injuries are connected to an abuse and who are capable of engaging in litigation, it is not always the barrier that it is sometimes assumed to be. In Victoria, legislation is now proposed, the effect of which would be to remove limitation bars on all actions by victims for criminal child abuse, both past and future. 83 The comparisons which private law provides to existing reparations schemes dealing with institutional abuse can usefully be divided into its general approach to allocating responsibility; the strength of the causes of action it accords to victims and its remedial regime.
Frameworks of Legal Responsibility
Where abuses are perpetrated within an institutional setting, private law has two frameworks of responsibility that can be brought to bear. The first attaches liability directly to the abuser via the torts of assault and battery. This has the benefit of making the wrongdoer directly personally accountable to the wronged (assuming that both are still alive and in the jurisdiction), but the downside is that it yields nugatory compensation where the abuser is impecunious, as is often the case with an offending priest. Priestly poverty ironically insulates abusers against the legal responsibilities they would otherwise bear in private law to make good the consequences of their behaviour. Individual abusers within the ADF are similarly unlikely to provide a reliable source of compensation, particularly where the damage they have caused is severe and on-going.
The second framework attaches liability to the institution itself. Litigators often prefer it precisely because it avoids the risk of a hollow remedy. There are, in turn, two ways of sheeting liability home to the institution: either by holding it liable for its own ('direct') failings or by making it 'vicariously' liable for acts of the abuser. Either technique creates an incentive for the institution to take greater precaution. We consider these two potential sources of institutional liability in turn.
Personal failings of the institution itself may consist in negligence in appointing an abuser to a position of responsibility, failing properly to supervise him, or improperly placing a child or other vulnerable person in his care. Negligence claims against government care agencies for abuses suffered by children in state homes or during foster-placements regularly assume this pattern and have met with some success. 84 Negligence liability for 'failing to protect' victims can arise from the combination of specific powers, or authority, on the part of an institution giving control over 81 the risk (in this case the abuser), together with special reliance and/or vulnerability on the part of the victim. 85 Abuse in the ADF cases fits this paradigm closely because Defence has direct authority over both the abuser and abused. Failure of a government caseworker or other agency to report suspected abuse to the police can also result in liability, whether or not there is a statutory mandatory reporting requirement. 86 A possible stumbling block for direct claims lies in gathering sufficient evidence that the institution itself had actual or constructive knowledge of the risk of abuse, saving which there is unlikely to be either any positive duty to take care, or a culpable breach. This can be tricky, given the secretive nature of sexual abuse in particular, but it is not an insuperable hurdle when an institution has closed its eyes to the obvious, or swept incidents under the carpet.
Importantly, an institution's personal tort liability for injuries suffered can sometimes be strict in the sense of being completely independent of any finding that the institution's own conduct is at fault. A well-known example is the responsibility of an employer to ensure safe systems of work for its employees in the workplace. In such cases, the institution owes a personal duty to ensure that reasonable care to protect the injured person is taken. 87 The duty is an 'end-state' or 'resultoriented' duty in the sense that it requires care to be taken of anyone falling within the duty's range and it is 'non-delegable' in the sense that the institution cannot avoid responsibility by engaging agents (whether employees or others) to discharge it. Beuermann has convincingly argued that such direct, strict liabilities are justified in institutional abuse cases on the basis that the institution creates a risk for victims by placing them directly under the abuser's authority and control. 88 In practice, both Australian and Canadian courts have hitherto been reluctant to extend non-delegable duties of care to such instances, 89 preferring to impose the primary liability for abuse on the abusive employee and then reach employer institutions indirectly (if at all), via the device of vicariously liability, discussed immediately below. This can achieve the same end result in some cases, without introducing the idea of any 'general' duty being owed by the institution itself to ensure that victims are reasonably protected, but it runs into problems in cases in which the abuser is not technically an employee of the institution. Beuermann's strict, personal duty analysis carries advantages over vicarious liability doctrine in this regard and discloses an important rationale for attaching strict liability to the institution whenever it has given an abuser authority over a vulnerable victim, as is likely to be the case in many institutional settings involving children, but also in cases in which abuser and victim occupy disparate positions of power in a military hierarchy.
Independently of any personal liability the institution attracts for its own failings, it might also be fixed with strict, vicarious liability for an abuser's tort. In such instances, whether or not the institution has failed to discharge a duty of its own is beside the point, because it is accountable for another's wrong. In clergy abuse cases, this device has foundered in Australian Courts both because the 'Church' is not recognised as a corporate entity to which vicarious liability can attach, and because the relationship between priests and the church as an unincorporated association is deemed technically incapable of amounting to 'employment'. 90 ignored or sidestepped in more imaginative common law jurisdictions. 91 Although church assets are often held by separate legal trust entities, trustees can in principle be held liable in negligence law and a determined court could surely also pierce the trust to make the trust liable. 92 Ironically, Cardinal Pell's written statement at the Royal Commission hearings professes a willingness for the Church to be treated 'like any other organisation and pay damages', 93 but this apparent public readiness to step away from the technicalities of the Catholic Church's legal status contrasts obviously and embarrassingly with its past record in defending litigation.
In the ADF case, the vicarious liability solution is more obviously promising because there is both a clear legal entity to sue and an employment relationship between Defence and the abuser, but it is still unclear whether the abuser would be regarded as acting 'within the course of his or her employment' when engaging in abuse, which is another requirement of the doctrine. The position in Australian law is uncertain because, applying traditional tests, 94 such conduct does not either actually or ostensibly advance the interests of the employer institution, even if it is a risk that its enterprise might create. It may nevertheless be possible to justify vicarious liability where an employer gives the abuser a job that generates a high degree of power and intimacy between him and the victim, going beyond the mere factual opportunity to engage in the abuse. 95 Many priest-victim and some defence-force relationships involving authority could fit this pattern. In other countries, the traditional legal tests have been replaced by more liberal ones, so as to extend the range of vicarious institutional liability for sexual abuse. 96 One of these looks for a 'close connection' between the abuser's employment and the abuse and for risks and vulnerabilities that the job creates for the abused. It would not take much for Australian Courts to follow this lead. It is not clear whether vicarious liability advanced in this way would produce a more favourable pattern of institutional responsibility for victims than DART, but it seems likely that it might, because for claims to be admissible under DART, both abuser and victim apparently have to be in Defence employment, whereas vicarious liability could in theory offer recourse to even civilian victims of an abuser on some facts.
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The two accountability frameworks provided by private law operate in tandem. Claims can hence be directed against both the abuser and the institution simultaneously and their collective 91 [155] : 'the Church in Australia should be able to be sued in cases of this kind.' These sentiments have been repeated by Cardinell Pell's successor, Anthony Fisher, Archbishop of Sydney. In his letter issued after the evidence given to the Royal Commission in Ballarat dated 22 May 2015 he stated: "In the Archdiocese of Sydney … Where [victims] wish to seek legal redress, we assist them in identifying the correct person or body to sue and ensure that sufficient funds are available for compensation or settlement." In the same vein were his statements to ABC Radio National Breakfast interviewer James Carleton on 22 May 2015: "It's already the agreed position of every Bishop and every leader of a religious congregation in Australia that we will not be seeking to protect our assets by avoiding responsibility in these matters; that we will not leave people without an appropriate entity to sue." See http://www.abc.net.au/radionational/programs/breakfast/archbishop-of-sydney-anthonyfisher/6488980 and http://mpegmedia.abc.net.au/rn/podcast/2015/05/bst_20150522_0736.mp3. responsibility is joint and several. 98 This means that if the abuser cannot pay, the institution remains 100% liable for the injury suffered, whilst retaining the right to seek indemnity from the abuser if it wishes. The private law doctrine of joint and several liability therefore makes all those responsible for the same abuse fully responsible to pay for it, even if their own role (in terms of fault or causal contribution) is small in comparison to that of other responsible parties and even if those other parties cannot pay. The legal assumption that a responsible institution is 100% liable to compensate, even if was not personally involved in abuse, appears to contrast with the implicit structure of thinking embodied in the DART and Church schemes, according to which the 'real' responsibility is thought to lie with the abuser and institutions are thought only secondarily or peripherally responsible. Although payment levels under these schemes may in part to reflect the lower evidential hurdles victims have to overcome, it seems possible to us that their meagre level (compared to legal awards) may also reflect a different understanding of the nature and extent of institutional responsibility itself. The same critique is possible of the Royal Commission Redress Model. To the extent that the various reparation schemes reflect this view and suggest that institutions themselves are not fully responsible and liable only to pay small amounts, they contradict the way that the risk of abuse and of impecunious abusers is usually allocated in private law.
Causes of Action
Whilst liability may attach to institutions for negligence, the paradigm cause of action in abuse cases is trespass to the person. Several features of this action are important in demonstrating the very high priority accorded by law to a person's interests in their bodily security. Liability is strict, it being necessary to prove only that the act of touching was intended by an abuser, not that he or she intended to do wrong, or contravene the plaintiff's consent. Trespass is also actionable per se, without proof of consequential damage. The action hence preserves not just a person's physical welfare, but fundamental moral and legal powers of choice that she has over her body. The importance of preserving individual choice is reflected in the remedies available for trespassory violations, detailed below. We argue that the strength of the law's protection of physical integrity through the tort of trespass provides an instructive lesson for private reparations schemes dealing with physical and sexual abuse. Indeed, we suggest that it is senseless to design such a scheme without taking account of both the way, and the extent to which, such interests have historically been protected in law. To do so is not simply to ignore the law as a technically unwieldy solution, but the important moral and social judgements that are implicit in it.
Tort Remedies:
Common law tort remedies reflect deep normative commitments to: restoring victims fully to their status quo ante; preserving victim rights and powers of choice; deterring wrongdoing, and expressing strong disapproval of egregious conduct. Such remedies provide informative contrasts to those available under DART, The Melbourne Response, Towards Healing and the Royal Commission Redress model, highlighting what are in our view significant inadequacies. The discussion below focuses on the particular features of damages awards in trespass cases and on procedural aspects of such awards.
Damages Awards
Compensatory damages awards contrast with scheme payments in various ways. Most obviously and importantly, they are dramatically higher in quantum. A quick survey of eight abuse cases in Australia since 2004 yields awards of between $230,000 and $2.4million, the 'average' compensatory sum falling around $580,000.
99 This is nearly eight times the maximum amount available under any of the existing schemes and nearly three times the maximum amount ($200,000) currently being modelled by the Royal Commission. 100 Judicial awards reflect both the devastating reality of the harms suffered by victims -personal and economic -and the impact of the corrective justice norm at work within private law. This norm, as we indicate further in Part IV, mandates full restoration of a victim so as to erase the effects of the wrong as best as can be done through money, not simply a sum that meets the victim's current needs via 'financial assistance.' Judicial awards are also more transparent in the way they are calculated and more subtly individuated to a victim's personal circumstances. Accepting that precision is impossible, they discriminate clearly between different types of loss suffered and itemise harm under different heads: loss of amenity (physical injury, psychiatric harm, and emotional distress), pain and suffering, loss of past and future earnings, medical expenses and care costs (past and future). Although DART claims to provide 'individually tailored outcomes for complainants' 101 and grades different 'categories' of abuse, the level of individuation in awards is clearly much lower than at law. The grading system also focuses on the nature of the incident(s) in question, not on particular heads of loss a victim has suffered. This makes it hard to know why a given reparations payment has been made at the level selected. Higher degrees of loss individuation, though more administratively involved, express a stronger respect for the individual and devote concern to the victim in all aspects of his or her subjective hurt, rather than treating that person as just one member of a broader category. Whilst judicial damages may include a sum purporting to compensate for the particularly hurtful or humiliating aspects of a defendant's conduct ('aggravated damages'), the reparation schemes under consideration do not transparently address the same harm.
102 Aggravated damages address serious personal indignities and are added to amounts for physical and psychiatric harm, mental distress, and pain and suffering. DART does make reference to the abuser's rank as a relevant factor in calculating payments (which we speculate may be material to a victim's humiliation), and the Royal Commission Redress scheme outlines factors relevant to severity of abuse, severity of impact and distinctive institutional factors, but otherwise there is no reference to equivalent heads of recovery in the various schemes. None of the schemes appears to compensate a victim's loss of earnings.
Another key difference is that damages for trespass to the person can include an exemplary element. Courts may add exemplary damages to compensatory awards when there has been a particularly egregious infringement of a victim's rights. The function of such awards is to deter wrongdoing and express firm institutional (judicial) disapproval of the acts in question. Such ,000) . In 3 cases, these sums included elements of exemplary damages amounting to a total of $180,000. In calculating an average global sum, exemplary elements have been excluded and the appropriate compensatory award in Tusyn has been notionally set at $300,000. 100 Significant 'caps' on personal injury damages apply in Australian jurisdictions, but remain extremely generous when compared to the reparations schemes we examine. Eg, in QLD, damages for loss of earning capacity are based on a rate capped at three times the national average earnings; and damages for non-economic loss are capped at $250,000 (adjusted -$294,500 from July 2010 awards are available against an institution even when its liability is vicarious, not personal, 103 and they are especially common in cases involving the misuse of State power. They are not generally available against an abuser where the abused has been imprisoned or otherwise punished, for fear of imposing a double penalty. Such deterrence aims are not easily addressed in reparations schemes, the focus of which is resolving past harms. They are better left to formal legal institutions, whether criminal or civil. This not therefore a sphere in which we suggest reparations schemes may fruitfully mimic private law's approach.
Subject to some statutory exceptions, damages awards are made in a lump sum, once-and for all. 104 This can cause under-compensation in cases in which long-term medical prognoses are unclear, but has the benefit of giving victims a level of certainty and full control over their compensation, including control over their future care, including medical care. By contrast, under current church and DART arrangements, there appear to be merely non-binding commitments to ensure the on-going provision of support services. This may give rise to the sense that victims are beholden to the very institution accepting responsibility for their abuse, and that victims must continually come begging, cap-in-hand, to their abuser. 105 The ex-gratia nature of the commitment undermines both victims' dignity and autonomy, both of which are centrally implicated in the injustices in question. Victims should be given the choice of accepting a significantly higher compensatory sum under existing schemes to provide for their own future needs, rather than having to rely on discretionary provision. 106 This is an aspect of regaining control over their lives and respecting the fact that remedies are secondary entitlements reflecting victims' prior rights. The Royal Commission Redress proposals moot the possibility of providing monetary awards to victims in instalments, in order to offset some of the risks of imprudent dissipation, but they also acknowledge the desire of many victims to receive a single, lump sum payment. 107 In relation to victims' needs for counselling and psychological care, the Royal Commission suggests providing funding rather than services, thus promoting choice and flexibility for victims rather than requiring them to attend a particular service. This accords with our own view and with the practice of private law. 108 As part of any lump-sum award, Courts grant interest from the date of the abuse to the date of judgment, designed to account for the fact that victims have been kept out of relief to which they are entitled. Once it is has been determined as a matter of justice that a person was wronged and that the wrong should be made good, the law considers it right that their remedy should notionally be backdated to the date of the event, not simply made available from the date of decision. Interest is not available under any of the reparations schemes, which risks leaving victims undercompensated.
Procedural Aspects
Judicial awards aspire to provide rough equivalency between like cases through the system of precedent. This is part of a basic commitment to equality of treatment for victims before the 103 law. 109 Broad aspirations of this type appear in DART to the extent that categories of abuse and their correlative payments are tiered, but the practical utility of this measure is limited by the impossibility of determining the actual facts triggering awards, given the anonymity of the awards system. Similarly, the practice in clergy abuse cases of keeping awards secret is likely to obstruct equal treatment and undermine public confidence. Indeed, this practice could be being used as a cynical tactic by the Church to keep levels of compensation down. If reparations systems are to aspire to provide equal treatment to abuse victims and to provide them with compensation in the true sense, the main features of reparations schemes (maximum payments, for example) should be designed with a closer eye on the legal precedents; and when awarding amounts under reparations schemes assessors should in any event be bound to consider previous reparations awards in similar cases under those schemes.
New South Wales v Ibbett
Decisions of courts are independent. The Melbourne Response Commissioners, although experienced lawyers, are appointed and paid by the Church, as are members of the Compensation Panel. A similar critique may be made of Towards Healing, under which the Assessor and any subsequent mediator or facilitator are appointed or approved by the Director of Professional Standards, who is appointed by the Church. The Assessor under DART is appointed pursuant to the Terms of Reference, ultimately within the purview of the Attorney General, although the scheme is funded by the Department of Defence.
110 Without in any way casting doubt on the integrity or competence of current decision makers, all schemes could usefully learn the lesson that justice must not only be done, but be seen to be done 111 if it is to be legitimised in a public sense. Recognising this, the Royal Commission Redress model recommends an independent decision-making body with the necessary 'mix of legal, medical, psychosocial and similar skills'.
112 However, as shown by our critique of DART above, the word 'independent' in this context can mean different things to different people. We suggest that decision makers be wholly independent in terms of mechanism of appointment, institutional loyalty and funding.
Courts provide public reasons for their awards. Not only does this promote consistency, it is an important aspect of legitimacy and accountability in the use of power. By contrast, there is no commitment to providing public reasons for awards under current reparations schemes. Although there is a limited right to reasons in Towards Healing, this relates only to the finding that the complaint is true, not to any reparations decision.
113 DART issues three-monthly reports to Parliament. 114 However, details of individual decisions are not made available. The Royal Commission Redress proposals similarly suggest annual publication of data to meet requirements of transparency and accountability, in addition to its other processes.
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A related aspect concerns the reviewability of decision-making. Judicial awards are always subject to appeal, whilst awards under DART and church initiatives are not. The Royal Commission Redress proposals note the relevance of appeal rights, leaving the particular details 109 Sadly, the common law commitment to consistency of treatment in Australia is now undermined by statutory interventions imposing different levels of damages cap (and providing for different types of damages award) in different jurisdictions. Exactly the same injury can hence yield different compensation awards within Australia, which is a disgrace. The common law system shows more integrity in this respect than the heavily politicised forms of statutory intervention. 110 of any such rights to be identified and determined in the drafting of the ultimate scheme. 116 The possibility of reviewing the merits of an award is another important aspect of public legitimacy even in cases where awards are made by a truly independent body. In respect of bodies that might appear to lack such independence, it is vital.
Finally, although judicial awards are subject to time bars, all limitations statutes contain discretionary provisions for the extension of time limits. Justice is always in principle open for business. By comparison, DART appears to have adopted a non-extendable filing deadline. This apparently ignores lessons that judges have accepted about the devastating effects that psychiatric illness can have on a person's capacity to protect their own interests. It must be acknowledged that the ADF has worked in partnership with the Australian Human Rights Commission, Sex Discrimination Commissioner in attempting to transform the organisation and that there exists the Sexual Misconduct Prevention & Response Office. 117 However, no on-going scheme of reparation appears to be intended.
Taken in the round, private law hence provides a set of informative contrasts with reparations schemes in cases of serious abuse. It provides a framework and remedial system expressing the strongest respect for victim rights, accountability and personal autonomy, and a commitment to types and levels of compensation that are not even approximated in current schemes. It also provides an awards system that is independent, reasonably well individuated, probably more consistent, much more transparent, and open to review.
We do not suggest that all reparation schemes should make awards comparable to those available at private law. Where such schemes are tax-payer funded and designed to ensure basic levels of welfare provision (as in the social security system, or under road accident or criminal injury compensation schemes), it may well be appropriate to make lower awards and reduce individuation so to increase efficiency, coverage and accessibility. But it is vital to remember that The Melbourne Response and Towards Healing are not general taxpayer-funded welfare schemes. DART is indirectly taxpayer-funded (because it is a public body that pays) but is nothing like a social security scheme, or a state scheme to support victims of crime. All these schemes, including DART, are private 118 schemes operated by those implicated in, or accepting responsibility for admitted wrongs. Payments are offered by Defence and the Catholic Church not as a matter of general social conscience, but in substitution for their moral and legal responsibilities. The same observation is possible in relation to the Royal Commission Redress proposals. The proposals are predicated on the participating institutions having a 'moral or social responsibility to address the harm done.'
119 If implemented, the scheme is to be funded by nongovernment institutions subject to claims, together with government contributions in respect of its own responsibilities, combined with last-resort contributions from both government and possibly non-government sources. 120 The Royal Commission Redress proposals are similarly, therefore, not a system of social security or welfare entitlement. They articulate principles for discharging moral obligations generated by wrongdoing.
In Part IV below we argue that the appropriate guiding principle to follow in such schemes is that of corrective justice. Any institution implicated in, or accepting responsibility for injustice, should observe the remedial norms that corrective justice demands, not just deal with victims' most immediate needs, or bargain down the sums payable as if remedy were a matter of ex gratia discretion. There is, therefore, a critical distinction between general social welfare schemes and private reparations schemes created and funded by institutions responsible, or accepting responsibility, for injustices. The latter ought more closely to map the features of private law solutions.
III. STOLEN WAGES

A. Stolen Wages: History and Reparative Scheme
Aboriginal workers in Australia were historically paid less than their white counterparts under discriminatory employment practices. 121 A particular aspect of this system was statutory schemes and administrative policies making it possible for governments to control Aboriginal people's money. Different states had different regimes, but all involved taking money from Aboriginal people and placing it, via a system of compulsory deposit, in statutory trust accounts controlled by the government. This system of supremacy was possible because, in addition to other controls exercised more generally over Aboriginal people, governments were able to exercise jurisdiction over social welfare payments made to Aboriginal people and some types of wages paid to them. An example is the network of regulation that existed in New South Wales.
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Aboriginal people fell under the purview of the Aborigines Welfare Board (the Board) 123 which pursuant to the Aborigines Protection Act 1909 (NSW) had statutory duties, including to exercise 'general supervision and care over all matters affecting the interests and welfare of aborigines', to manage and regulate reserves and Stations upon which Aboriginal people resided and to provide for the custody, maintenance and education of Aboriginal children. Additionally, and ironically, the Board was 'to protect [aborigines] against injustice, imposition, and fraud.' 124 This legislation was repealed in 1969 and the Board abolished.
The Board forced aboriginal or mixed race children into labour 125 pursuant to so-called 'apprenticeships' in which the child could be indentured in return for a small weekly wage, described as 'pocket money'. The level of wages paid to Aboriginal apprentices overall, themselves artificially low, 126 was set by regulations made under the legislation. The balance of the week's wages was to be paid to the Board and placed in a trust account until the apprentice was paid out on the completion of his or her apprenticeship, or such other time as approved by the Board. 127 The Board was entitled to spend the wages in the interests of the apprentice as it saw 127 Brennan and Craven above n 122, 7. The age at which an apprenticeship was completed was originally set at 21, at which point a person had the right to leave their employer. This was reduced to 18 years: s3(a)(ii) Aborigines fit. 128 Apprentices would often discover at the end of their service that their employer had not been making wage payments to the Board. 129 Some employers may have fallen into arrears, or paid no wages at all. In result, at the end of an apprenticeship, an apprentice requesting a withdrawal from the trust would find out that no funds were held on his or her behalf.
Haskins reports that wages were held in a single undifferentiated interest-bearing 'Trust Account' by the Savings Bank department and then transferred to the Rural Bank department of the Government Savings Bank in 1923. 130 In reality, much money collected and held on trust remained in government hands and was never paid out. Poor record keeping, the risk of fraud, 131 administrative inaction and the practical difficulty of approaching the Board without their employer or ex-employer's support, 132 meant that Aboriginal workers stood little chance of success in accessing their money. When the Board was disbanded in 1969, funds remained undisbursed. The trust accounts were closed and remaining funds transferred to the NSW Department of Youth and Community Services (YACS). As highlighted by the NSW Public Interest Advocacy Centre, some children under the jurisdiction of the Board when it closed in 1969 were transferred to the NSW Child Welfare Department (later YACS) and these trust funds continued to be administered after 1969. The significance of this latter fact, as is explored below, is that these post-1969 trust funds are not covered by the NSW Aboriginal Trust Fund Repayment Scheme (ATFRS) and thus remain outside the mechanism of reparation.
On 11 March 2004, the NSW Premier The Hon Mr Bob Carr apologised to the Indigenous People of NSW, undertook to return any monies 'established' as being owed to them 133 and enacted the ATFRS. ATFRS comprised a panel, which made recommendations on repayments to the Minister for Aboriginal Affairs ('Minister'). The funds eligible to be repaid were those held in trust accounts by the Board between 1900 and 1969. Although ATFRS started out in 2004 as a system deigned to repay amounts actually held (or approximation thereof), 134 it was amended in 2009 to become a system of ex gratia payment.
All successful claimants received $11,000, to be shared between eligible descendants where the claim was not brought by the person who did the work, but by their estate. This payment was made on an ex-gratia basis, within the Minister's discretionary powers and without any admission of liability. 135 Those who had previously claimed under the ATFRS and received less than $11,000 were entitled to have their settlement topped up to reach $11,000. This sum was said to represent the average sum of all repayments made prior to the amendments to the ATFRS in 2009, plus a 'compensatory component for the hurt caused by not having control or use of the money during the time it was held by the Boards.' 136 This $11,000 limit, whilst operating perhaps to improve the position of some plaintiffs, also operated to limit the position of other claimants who could demonstrate that they were owed more than that under the trust scheme.
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In order to claim, ATFRS required 'strong and reliable evidence showing that money [was] owed from a government controlled trust-fund account.' 138 In the first instance, this evidence was sought from the documentary sources held by or on behalf of the Board. As noted by the Senate Inquiry into Stolen Wages, 139 this process was necessarily limited by insufficient resources and the excruciatingly incomplete documentary record on which it was based. The rules of evidence were stated not to apply to assessment of applications, and ATFRS was directed to consider only evidence which ATFRS was satisfied is 'relevant to the recommendation/s which …[it] shall make and which [the relevant officer] is satisfied is reliable.'
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Under the ATFRS, when there was insufficient evidence to substantiate an application under the scheme, the claimant bore an evidential onus to satisfy ATFRS that a repayment was warranted, relying on affidavit or oral evidence testifying as to their working life, government benefits, and any dealings with their trust fund account. 141 Pursuant to clause 15 of the 2009 Regulations, if ATFRS was satisfied that there was certainty, strong evidence, or strong circumstantial evidence that funds were paid into a trust fund account between 1900 and 1969 and no evidence, or no reliable evidence, that it was paid out or expended, then a recommendation should be made to the Minister for an ex gratia payment of $11,000. If the panel was not satisfied of these matters then a recommendation against payment was required.
142 AFTRS closed on 31 December 2010. The ATFRS also included practical support and counselling for claimants. 143 
B. Stolen Wages Reparation: Private Law Analogues
Practically speaking, the barriers to the success of any private law claim for stolen wages will in part replicate the barriers faced by applicants under the ATFRS, or at least the original version of that system. As with many cases of institutionalised abuse, there is a lack of evidence available in support of claims. This is despite record keeping obligations on the Board under the Audit Act 1902 (NSW) in respect of the administration of trust accounts. For example, these required payments into the account to be accompanied by vouchers signed by the relevant accounting officer detailing a full and accurate description of the services for which such moneys had been received, 144 and a correlative obligation to document payments out via the preparation of a warrant stating the amount and purpose of a withdrawal. 145 Despite such statutory requirements, information is lacking and the paper trail is often cold. Added to this is the barrier of limitation periods having elapsed and the significant financial burden on Aboriginal people in pursuing claims through the Courts. The discussion which follows does not advocate a private law solution to stolen wages. 146 Again, we draw attention to the normative framework in use and highlight the disparity in remedial outcomes between payouts under AFTRS and at law, were a legal claim to be possible. Two types of private law claim and their associated remedies will be considered: actions for breach of fiduciary duty and trust, and unjust enrichment claims by way of quantum meruit.
Work has already been done 147 tentatively demonstrating the possibility of proving the elements necessary to establish a fiduciary relationship owed by governments to specific claimants, focusing on the economic and employment interests of claimants under the relevant legislation, 148 or applying Mason J's well known dictum from Hospital Products v USSC. 149 The latter purports to identify the 'essence' of a fiduciary relationship according to the presence of the following elements, which Walker argues are established, at least within the Queensland statutory scheme: an undertaking to act in the interests of Aboriginal workers; a finding that the workers were entitled to expect a certain standard of conduct; disparity in power between the government and indigenous employees, and vulnerability. 150 Nonetheless, the litigation history shows a poor success rate in proving a fiduciary relationship in this context, albeit that the arguments around the narrower economic interests of the claimants arising out of the statute seem more robust than those historically made, for example, on the basis of guardian and ward.
The fiduciary's obligation is one of loyalty. It is a prescriptive obligation 'not to obtain any unauthorised benefit from the relationship and not to be in a position of conflict. If these obligations are breached, the fiduciary must account for any profits and make good any losses arising from the breach.' 151 In relation to the 'no conflict rule', the obligation of the fiduciary is not limited to cases of actual conflict, where the fiduciary prefers personal interest or takes actual advantage, but includes 'situations involving a potential for personal interest…or a potential for breach of duty to one principal where conflicting duties are owed to different principals.' 152 Equity prohibits the fiduciary merely placing themselves in a position of conflicting 153 duty and duty (or duty and interest), unless there is a full disclosure of material facts and informed consent to the breach is obtained from the principal. 154 Assuming that the relationships in question gave rise to no risk of duty/duty conflict, the clear breach in view is a conflict of duty and interest. To the extent that trust funds were misappropriated into government hands (likely into consolidated revenue) for any purpose other than trust purposes, there is a breach of fiduciary duty. Such a transfer or application of funds is vulnerable to reversal via the personal remedy of account of profits. 155 However, this depends on identifying the value of the gain received by the wrongdoer. Equitable tracing is required showing transfer of value into the hands of the wrongdoer, following which an order is made requiring disgorgement of that gain.
Loss-based remedies are also possible -monetary awards being available for breach of trust both by way of 'substitutive compensation' (to enforce a defendant's primary duty of loyalty) and as 'reparative compensation' (to make good a loss caused by the defendant's breach). 156 This is significant. Wages were held for apprentices pursuant to trusts established under the Aborigines Protection Act 1909 (NSW) for the 'maintenance, advancement, education or benefit of …[a] ward or ex-ward.' Any unauthorised payments out (irrespective of to whom), were in breach of trust and substitutive compensation is available to force the trustee to perform its primary obligation to restore the value of an asset dissipated without authority. 157 The same obligation to pay substitutive compensation arguably also applies to custodial fiduciaries, 158 and would capture government breaches regarding funds held pursuant to any fiduciary obligation based on statute. The potential remedial advantage offered by substitutive compensation is that it may bridge the evidential gap. It is not necessary to demonstrate an amount received by the breaching trustee or fiduciary, which must be included in the account . The obligation is, rather, simply to restore the fund to the position before breach, before payment out. This obligation is quantified at the current market value of the missing money, determined at the date the account is taken. The causation threshold is low. All that must be shown is that there was an unauthorised disbursement. No other counterfactual inquiry is relevant, because the object of the court is not to attempt to restore the plaintiff to the position (now) as if no wrong had occurred. 159 Normal causal hurdles such as 'but for reasoning' and the doctrine of 'intervening acts' are irrelevant. 160 An award of substitutive compensation can, therefore, capture the original value in the account if that can be established by evidence.
A restitutionary claim based on unjust enrichment may also be possible, although plaintiffs are obstructed by both evidential obstacles and limitation periods. Although some claims based on mistake 161 may be arguable in respect of events long buried by time, 162 the cause of action will not systematically apply to many stolen wages claims. Time in most limitation statutes 163 runs from when the mistake was with reasonable diligence 'discoverable' and from when it is declared by a later judicial decision.
The elements of an action for restitution are usefully described by answering the following generic questions establishing the presence of unjust enrichment: 164 (a) is the defendant enriched? (b) is the enrichment at the plaintiff's expense? and (c) is the enrichment unjust, in the sense that there is a recognised unjust factor present in the circumstances? The following discussion focuses on enrichment and unjust factors. The benefit provided by apprentices comprised service, hence a claim for quantum meruit is in view. Enrichment is not likely to be disputed. The services of the apprentices were no doubt requested and supplied by the Board in consequence of that request. Request and acceptance are powerful indicia of a defendant's enrichment. In any case, the services were most likely necessary and therefore 'incontrovertibly' beneficial -had an apprentice not been engaged, someone else would have been. 165 Recall that the stolen wages configuration involved three parties. The apprentices would work for their employers and it was intended that wages should be paid by the employer to the Board to be paid out on the apprentice being liberated from indenture. In identifying an unjust factor, failure of basis is likely systemically to be present. A failure of basis in this sense is a 'failure to sustain itself of the state of affairs contemplated…' for the transfer of value. 166 Whether the restitutionary claim is against the original employer (in the case of wages not collected and paid into trust) or the government (in the case of wages not paid out to the apprentice), there has been a failure of basis because the objective basis on which the work was provided (receipt of payment) has failed.
Alternatively, the 'qualifying or vitiating [unjust] factor' 167 might be duress. Duress comprises illegitimate pressure that has provably caused the plaintiff to confer the benefit. 168 A difficulty in proving the pressure was 'illegitimate' is that the policies of forced removals, compulsory apprenticeship and control of money were legal. There is a nascent doctrine of 'lawful act' duress 169 under which some lawful pressures might be regarded as illegitimate for the purposes of a restitutionary claim, but any such argument would be tenuous at best. The welfare and historically paternalistic context of the Board's operations may mitigate against a finding that 'there is no reasonable or justifiable connection between the pressure being applied and the demand which that pressure supports.' 170 In extreme cases, individual litigants may establish actual, illegal duress to the person in the sense of a threat to physical welfare, which is always illegitimate pressure giving recovery if it causes the plaintiff to confer the benefit. 171 The measure of relief in restitution is presumptively the market value of the service at the time it was rendered, 172 which in many cases would yield rates of recovery well above those paid under ATFRS. Interest is also available on the sum as from the date of the unjust enrichment. The original rates set for work are, in the absence of a binding contractual arrangement, only evidence of its value to the person benefitting from it and do not set a final ceiling on the amount a court can award. Other advantages of restitutionary remedies for work done, compared with ATFRS, are that their availability is not limited to a claim against funds held up until 1969, and the question whether or not funds were actually paid into those accounts in the first place is completely irrelevant.
IV. PRIVATE LAW LESSONS FOR REPARATION
Looking past what private law cannot do, reparations schemes should learn from what it can. The comparisons between existing administrative arrangements and the remedies that private law might offer, if not obstructed by technical matters, delay, expense and cost, are informative. Private law's strengths lie in understanding the nature of the injustices in question, the importance of the human interests at stake and the appropriate way to respond remedially. We argue that these lessons, which appear to have been forgotten in the current pragmatic rush to political compromise, should be transferred into the (re)design of private reparations schemes. We consider lessons flowing both from the norms of corrective justice that infuse the private law system, and more general lessons about institutional integrity.
A. Lessons from Corrective Justice
The literature on corrective justice is vast and disparate and there are differing conceptions of the idea, 173 but one thing on which most writers agree is that the norms of corrective justice are unique and different to the norms of distributive welfare. Corrective justice seeks to rectify the injustices done by one person (or institution) to another by requiring the 'doers' of injustice to restore their victims as fully as can be done to the position they would be in, had the injustice not been done. This principle of correction makes wrongdoers morally and legally accountable to victims; it responds to violations of bilateral relationships of right and duty between them; it ignores the past (or current) needs, resources and character of the respective parties, and it comprehends the purposes of monetary awards solely in terms of preserving and protecting private entitlements, not pursuing broader political, economic or social ends. This is not to say that dispensing corrective justice cannot have desirable distributive effects, or create incentives for perpetrators to change their behaviour, but these are beneficial side effects, not aims. From this point of view, private law is not a forward-looking system of social policing or regulation, but a backward-looking mechanism of reparation and resolution. Social security schemes that treat and make good the financial effects of injuries of the poor, or which compensate road or industrial accident victims from general taxpayer (or other ring-fenced) funds do not do corrective justice, they are simply worthy social and political responses to individual needs, designed to provide a conscientious level of assistance to the sick and the vulnerable. Payments under such schemes do not replicate prior 'entitlements' of the injured, but represent divisional distributions of social resources according to a different criterion (need, character, merit etc), in which political compromises between different groups, social priorities and available resources are constantly struck and changed. Such schemes follow the changing patterns of distributive, not corrective justice.
Not every aspect of private law doctrine reflects the norms of corrective justice. An institution's vicarious liability for an employee's wrongdoing is an exception on all but the most strained analyses. So the liability of the Catholic Church, ADF or Government for the injustices outlined above can only be understood in corrective justice terms where that liability is for a personal, organisational failing. Corrective justice nonetheless has a credible claim to underpin and explain many parts of the law of torts, equity and unjust enrichment law, including the substantial damages awards made in cases of negligence and trespass to the person, breach of fiduciary duty and restitutionary awards for unjust enrichment. Political interventions into the substance of the common law do not wholly derogate from this conclusion. The basic fabric of the common law system is institutionally independent and its conception of how to 'restore' victims is relatively stable, morally inspired and formally insulated from wider 'political' processes. These could indeed be seen to be some of its strengths.
Drawing on corrective justice and private law, we argue that awards under reparations schemes should be significantly higher, taking into account the full range of interests -physical, mental, emotional and economic -that courts protect. Existing financial caps in abuse cases need to be upwardly revised; account should be made for the period of time over which victims have been denied a remedy (through allowance for interest), the design of reparations schemes should take account of legal precedents in determining relevant monetary limits; and assessors should be bound to consider previous awards made under the relevant scheme in similar cases. Those implicated in injustice should not simply provide discretionary assistance such as counselling on an on-going basis, but rather victims should be given full control over their own future provision and care. Not only is the sentiment of ex gratia provision inappropriate, given the violations of personal rights that have taken place, but the norm pressing for reparation is more than a matter of discretion. It is one of duty and right. It is also highly anomalous from a corrective justice point of view that AFTRS excludes wages that were withheld beyond 1969. These are unjust gains made at the expense of victims that still remain to be corrected and restitution should be paid.
Reparations awards should also be more highly individuated, not banded in ways that vaguely approximate the value of 'average' injustices to 'average' categories of victims. This is a matter of respect for the individual right-duty relationships that have been violated. It is also an unacceptable feature in the design of a reparations system for gates to be closed and barred on claims at a particular date without making explicit provision for exceptions. Although the various Limitation Acts are certainly far from ideal, and have indeed been responsible for much technical obstruction of private justice over the years, they do express a readiness to make such exceptions. Such exceptions are especially important in cases of abuse, where victims may simply not be psychologically able to meet the apparently arbitrary deadlines of bureacracy. Whilst it is, therefore, understandable that DART should be designed in such a way as to try to provide financial certainty for Defence, an express acknowledgement that schemes will remain open to those who have good reason not to be able to meet their timelines would be more consistent with private law principles, as well as more obviously compassionate. One obvious lesson of the past is that these issues take a long time to work their way out. They cannot be dealt with overnight in a single blow. Reparations systems must be available longer-term.
The implications of corrective justice norms for evidential thresholds are less clear, indeed it is hard to derive any particular standard of proof from the proposition that injustices should be fully corrected. One of DART's most attractive features is the lower evidential standard of mere plausibility. It may be that the relatively low reparations payment caps to which we have referred represent a trade-off for this concession: less is paid, because less evidence is demanded. To our mind, this should not prevent victims who are able to establish abuse according to the normal civil standard from recovering significantly higher awards than those currently available, assuming they have suffered serious effects. In any case, it is not possible to determine whether the standard reached by claimants was in fact a higher standard, since decisions are not public. Another factor which cannot be ignored in DART, which is of relevance in determining the standard to be applied, is the setting in which complaints occur. One might argue there is a lower risk of unreliability (in the sense of false complaint) in such instances, because of the institutional framework and the risk that any complaint could end a victim's career.
B. Lessons about Institutional Integrity and Process
Private law is not just a system of corrective justice. It is, more generally, a system of law attended by features of institutional integrity including independence, transparency, mechanisms for treating like cases alike, and reviewability. Each of these features is powerfully legitimising. We suggest that these features should be more strongly incorporated into reparations schemes.
A commitment to independence is crucial. This is not simply a matter of 'private purity', but public appearance. However independent-minded and fair are the individuals determining claims in Towards Healing or the Melbourne Response, it is inappropriate for them to be appointed by institutions implicated in the relevant injustices. Formal independence does not just provide greater assurance of equity, but inspires public confidence and helps in the vindication of victims' claims. An independent adjudicator appointed by the State, such as a former judicial officer, may be a good solution. Funding for the post could also be state-provided, and, as long as the appointment itself is independent, corrective justice also mandates recovering the costs of the post from the institution accepting responsibility for the abuse. Formal independence of this sort has been identified as appropriate for the decision maker proposed in the Royal Commission Redress model. 174 Transparency requires that the processes of reasoning according to which reparations payments are determined, should be made visible through publication of awards (with due respect for protecting the identity of victims), provision of reasons for those awards, and by according proper attention to distinct heads of loss suffered by victims. This in itself should assist in producing greater consistency between equivalent cases, a matter that could also be improved by allowing assessors access to legal precedents.
Finally, determinations should be subject to independent review, via some mechanism of appeal. This is desirable in itself even within a scheme in which the primary assessors are wholly independent, but its importance is made all the more obvious by Towards Healing, where the semblance of partiality is strong. We note that this possibility is also now foreshadowed in the Royal Commission Redress model. 175 Institutions providing reparations schemes might object to the suggestion that private law principles and norms of corrective justice should be used to bolster and inform their arrangements, arguing that their own legal responsibility for the events in question is not established. The wrongs, they might say, are the wrongs of particular individuals, not their own, so there is no reason why they should pay the same sums that wrongdoers would pay. Moreover, were private law to be used, they might escape responsibility on one of a number of technical or substantive grounds, so there must be at least some discount for this chance. A better analogy, they would argue, would be with the sort of lower payouts to be found in no-fault accident compensation schemes, or criminal injuries compensation.
We acknowledge this argument, but consider it to be flawed for two reasons. First, some of the institutions in question are quite clearly at fault, or have been unjustly enriched and would be subject to legal claims in the absence of limitation difficulties. The responsibilities they are meeting in this instance are genuinely their own. Second, whether or not legal liability could be established, all of the institutions in question have accepted institutional responsibility for the injustices perpetrated, by both apologising and entering into private reparations schemes with a commitment to doing 'justice'. Having undertaken to do so and to respond to an acknowledged wrong, institutions should, as stated above, more closely observe the remedial norms that corrective justice demands, not seek simply to deal with victims' most immediate needs, or bargain down the sums paid as if everything were a matter of ex gratia private discretion. There is therefore a critical distinction, in our view, between private reparations schemes that are created and funded by institutions responsible, or accepting responsibility, for injustices, which ought to more closely map some of the features of private law solutions, and taxpayer-funded schemes of social provision for victims. Appropriate models for schemes of the latter type might indeed be along the lines of existing criminal injuries compensation schemes, with lower payouts, designed to reflect government's difficult task in engaging in a distributive balancing exercise with limited public resources between a vast range of competing demands. But the schemes we have examined here are not of this type. They are schemes provided by those responsible for injustice not simply in a general social sense, but through their close connection to, and involvement in it. That is a very different matter. The appropriate starting point for dealing with such cases is the private law paradigm, not weaker distributive justice schemes of public welfare-provision. What we end up with may not exactly replicate private law solutions, but should certainly more closely approximate them than the schemes we currently have.
V. CONCLUSIONS.
The membrane between public, extra-legal and private law strategies for dealing with cases of grave historical injustice has hitherto been regarded as impermeable, in the sense that private law's technical defects have been regarded as disqualifying it from making any useful contribution to the design or operation of such schemes. Few useful messages have been allowed to pass from the private into the public domain. We argue that private law's doctrines and remedies in fact provide a rich normative resource upon which to draw in designing reparation schemes -centuries of learning, in fact, about the nature and meaning of some of our most basic rights and appropriate ways of dealing with their infringement. Our analysis provides practical suggestions as to the design of reparations schemes in order to implement justice for victims. This is, after all, what these reparations schemes purport to be about and if the rhetoric is to match the reality, then the meaning of 'justice', as the private law has historically conceived of it, cannot be ignored.
